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Dealing with Uncertain Entities in Ontology Alignment 

using Rough Sets 

Sadaqat Jan, Maozhen Li, Hamed Al-Raweshidy, Alireza Mousavi and Man Qi 

Abstract — Ontology alignment facilitates exchange of knowledge among heterogeneous data sources. Many 
approaches to ontology alignment use multiple similarity measures for mapping entities between ontologies. 
However, it remains a key challenge in dealing with uncertain entities for which the employed ontology 
alignment measures produce conflicting results on similarity of the mapped entities. This paper presents OARS, 
a Rough sets based approach to ontology alignment which achieves a high degree of accuracy in situations 
where uncertainty arises because of the conflicting results generated by different similarity measures. OARS 
employs a combinational approach and considers both lexical and structural similarity measures. OARS is 
extensively evaluated with the benchmark ontologies of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) 
2010, and performs best in the aspect of recall in comparison with a number of alignment systems while 
generating a comparable performance in precision. 

Index Terms— Ontology alignment, Rough sets, semantic matching, semantic interoperability, knowledge engineering. 

——————————      —————————— 

1. INTRODUCTION 

NTOLOGIES facilitate exchange of knowledge be-

tween heterogeneous data sources. An ontology is an 

explicit formal specification of the terms in a domain 

and relations among them [1][2]. As the number of ontolo-

gies grows, it is now common to have different ontologies 

for a single domain [3]. Ontology designers might have dis-

tinct objectives in mind while developing an ontology de-

pending on their application demands. It is essential to uti-

lize well defined parts from all the available ontologies for a 

particular domain to achieve the best results of knowledge 

sharing.  Ontologies can be heterogeneous in various forms 

including terminological heterogeneity and conceptual het-

erogeneity. These heterogeneities must be dealt with in an 

ontology alignment process which plays a vital role in se-

mantic interoperability between applications. The alignment 

process aligns the semantically related entities defined in 

heterogeneous ontologies which have been developed for a 

similar domain.  

In recent years, a number of alignment systems have been 

proposed which includes automatic, semi-automatic, appli-

cation specific and general purpose systems as analyzed and 

reviewed in several aspects [3][4][5]. The schema matching 

techniques [6] are also intensely examined by the research 

community as the ontology alignment process primarily re-

quires the identification of the correspondences between 

semantically related entities. During an automatic alignment 

process, entities are selected for mapping when a certain 

level of semantic correspondence is found leaving the dis-

similar entities unmapped. Most of the existing ontology 

alignment approaches compare the similarities using more 

than one elementary technique and then the results of these 

techniques are aggregated using a variety of aggregation 

strategies [7][8][9]. The combination of structural and lexi-

cal techniques produces an overall better similarity of a con-

cept defined in an ontology. Each individual matching tech-

nique is treated as a matcher and the results of all the match-

ers can be aggregated in different ways to finalize the align-

ment process. These aggregation methods may employ 

weighted average techniques or probabilistic methodologies 

to calculate the probability of an entity in a source ontology 

being similar to an entity in a target ontology. However, the 

real issue arises when a combinational method turns out to 

be uncertain with the entities which are neither completely 

similar nor dissimilar because of the conflicting results gen-

erated by individual matchers. Thus, finding uncertain enti-

ties and dealing with such uncertain entities are an even 

more complicated task than finding only similar or dissimi-

lar entities in the ontology alignment process. Such uncer-

tain entities are becoming more prevalent when partial in-

formation about a concept is available in one ontology as 

compared to the information available on the same concept 

in another ontology.  

This paper presents OARS, a novel ontology alignment 

approach to dealing with uncertain entities in ontology map-

ping. OARS builds on Rough sets [10] to compute the simi-

larities of ontology entities in an alignment process. In 

OARS, the entities are first matched through three elemen-
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tary matchers which are based on structures, strings and lin-

guistics respectively. The entities for which the individual 

matchers cannot reach a consistent mapping decision on 

their similarity will be considered as uncertain entities to be 

processed by the Rough sets classification in OARS. The 

unmapped entities generated by the three matchers are de-

fined as the attributes of the corresponding elements of 

Rough sets. OARS classifies a set of elements based on the 

available attributes and computes the accuracy ratio of 

Rough sets classification to reach a mapping decision on 

uncertain entities.  

OARS has been extensively evaluated using the bench-

mark ontologies of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Ini-

tiative (OAEI) 2010
1
, and it performs best in the aspect of 

recall when comparing with a number of OAEI participating 

alignment systems. In addition, OARS produces a compara-

ble performance in the aspect of precision.  

It is worth noting that OARS is extended from our initial-

ly proposed alignment system [11] and is further evaluated  

with the three groups of the benchmark data sets. More im-

portantly, the significance of using Rough sets as an aggre-

gation method is also evaluated in this paper. Furthermore, 

we have integrated OARS into our previously developed 

SemFARM [12][13], a framework which provides an effi-

cient search mechanism for file annotation and retrieval on 

mobile devices connected through Bluetooth. The integra-

tion of OARS enables SemFARM to utilize the knowledge 

of multiple ontologies when searching for a file on resource-

limited devices in a network environment which leads to 

high accuracy in file retrieval. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 

reviews related work on ontology alignment. In Section 3, 

we describe in detail the similarity measures and the match-

ing process of OARS. Section 4 presents the Rough sets 

classification which deals with uncertain entities in ontology 

mapping. Section 5 evaluates the performance of OARS 

using the benchmark ontologies of OAEI 2010. Section 6 

integrates OARS into the SemFARM framework for en-

hanced file retrieval on mobile devices, and Section 7 con-

cludes the paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 

In recent years, a significant research has been conducted 

to deal with ontology alignment. In this section, we review 

the related work on traditional approaches which have not 

considered the issue of uncertainty in the mapping process 

and the emerging approaches that have considered this issue. 

 

2.1 Traditional Approaches to Ontology Align-
ment 

These research efforts mainly follow two approaches. 

One approach uses single matchers to match ontology enti-

ties by comparing their label (name) information with corre-

sponding synonyms. Normally WordNet
2
 is exploited in 

such an approach. For example, the similarity function em-

ployed by Rodriguez and Egenhofer [14] is based on a 

matching process which uses synonym sets along with other 
 

1 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2010/ 
2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 

available information from ontology specifications [15]. 

Other features of such a lexicon are also exploited to find 

more relationships between the entities such as hypernym, 

hyponym, meronym and holonym [16][17]. Single matcher 

based alignment systems only work well in aligning those 

ontologies which have similar internal and external struc-

tures. Using structural matching techniques, the comparison 

is made between the entities based on their structural posi-

tions in ontologies, set of properties, domain, data-types and 

cardinality. GMO [18] is an example of structural matchers 

which takes a set of matched pairs as external output in the 

matching process and uses bipartite graphs to compare the 

structural similarity of different ontologies. The V-Doc 

matcher [19] measures the context of domain entities in 

terms of their meanings in the Vector Space Model. Howev-

er, any alignment technique in isolation like GMO or V-Doc 

is not adequate enough for an accurate mapping result. For 

this reason, OARS incorporates string, linguistic and struc-

tural-based matchers. 

Another approach to ontology alignment aggregates a 

number of single matchers. For example, RiMOM [8] uses 

multiple matchers to discover lexical and structural similari-

ties between entities and exploits Bayesian decision theory 

in order to map them. The basic matchers which are consid-

ered as separate strategies compare the taxonomy, con-

straints, descriptions, names, instances and name-paths in 

the mapping process. The user input is also allowed to im-

prove the mapping in the alignment process. The enhanced 

version of RiMOM [20] exploits most of the available onto-

logical knowledge by using these strategies via a strategy 

selection technique and combines all the similarity values 

using a sigmoid function, and then initiates an alignment 

refinement algorithm to finalize the alignment process. 

However, the parameter settings in RiMOM are highly de-

pended on the preprocessing step where two similarity fac-

tors are compared in ontologies and the weights are then 

assigned to different factors for combining the final results. 

This means that if two ontologies have more structural simi-

larities, a higher value will be assigned to the weight of 

structural similarity in combining the final result. Therefore, 

the mapping of those ontology entities which have other 

similarities will suffer because the same parameters will be 

used for all the entities. In OARS, we use Rough sets classi-

fication for each individual entity and the mapping decision 

is made on the entity bases which do not affect the overall 

decision of other mappings.  

Falcon-AO [9] uses a combination of linguistic, structural 

and partition based matchers in the mapping process. Fal-

con-AO is based on the alignment work of V-Doc, I-Sub 

[21] and GMO. Falcon-AO requires a similarity combina-

tion strategy in order to combine the similarity value gener-

ated by each matcher. A set of coordination rules are used to 

reduce structural heterogeneity as a pre-mapping process. 

The alignment results are returned to determine the equality 

and subsumption relationships between classes and proper-

ties. Isaac et al. [61][62] evaluated the effectiveness of  Fal-

con in thesaurus merging which is mainly attributed to its 

lexical component. However, using linguistic similarity, 

Falcon-AO does not differentiate between data-type proper-

ties and object properties while in OARS we use the linguis-
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tic matcher for classes and properties separately. This avoids 

any chances of mapping a class-entity in one ontology with 

a property-entity in another ontology. 

 ASMOV [22] is an automatic ontology matching tool 

which uses both structural and lexical matchers to calculate 

similarity for ontology integration. ASMOV automates the 

alignment process using the weighted average of measure-

ments of similarity and obtains a pre-alignment iteratively 

which is then verified for semantic inconsistencies. The se-

mantic verification process examines the correct corre-

spondences and incompleteness using predefined inferences. 

It requires more than one execution to finalize the mapping 

result and the results of the intermediate iterative executions 

are employed to refine the subsequent processing phases of 

alignment. However, the verification process does not pro-

vide efficient rules for unverified alignments.  

The SOBOM algorithm [23] finds the anchors in the first 

step and uses Semantic Inductive Similarity Flooding (SISF) 

to flood similarity among concepts. Then it utilizes the re-

sults of the SISF mechanism to find the relationships be-

tween alignments. The SOBOM algorithm heavily depends 

on the precision of anchors returned by the linguistic match-

er, i.e. the overall alignment performance will be degraded if 

the matcher misses an anchored concept. 

AgrMaker [24] uses a three layer architecture in which a 

number of concepts and structural based matchers are in-

cluded. It combines the results using a local confidence 

quality measure. AgrMaker mainly focuses on providing 

rules to combine different mapping sets rather than identify-

ing the matching itself. CODI [25] uses Markov logic based 

probabilistic alignment which transforms the alignment pro-

cess into a Maximum-a-Posteriori optimization problem. It 

combines lexical similarity measures with schema infor-

mation for matching entities in the alignment process. The 

performance of CODI is highly dependent on the pre-

alignment mappings.  

TaxoMap [26] takes into account the labels and sub-class 

descriptions in ontologies for alignment and employs the 

Partition based Block Matching algorithm [27] which allows 

the use of predefined equivalence mappings to partition the 

ontologies into pairs of possible mappings. MapPSO [28] 

considers ontology alignment as an optimization problem 

and employs the Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization algo-

rithm [29] for solving the problem. Using the MapPSO ap-

proach all particles are updated and adjusted iteratively for 

the best representative particles in the swarm. However, the 

performance of MapPSO depends on the selection of high 

quality matchers and aggregators.  

Although the aforementioned systems have certain merits 

in ontology alignment, unlike OARS, they have not consid-

ered the uncertainty issues during the alignment process as 

emphasized in Section 1.  

 

2.2 Emerging Approaches to Ontology Alignment 

It is worth noting that only a few ontology alignment sys-

tems have considered uncertainty during the mapping pro-

cess. For example, the alignment system proposed in [60] 

deals with uncertain entities in such a way that it employs 

Dempster-Shafer theory to aggregate the mapping results 

generated by individual matchers. Dempster-Shafer theory is 

also employed in the work presented in [33] to deal with 

uncertainty in ontology mapping. Sváb and Svátek [31] em-

ployed Bayesian networks to model mapping methods and 

aggregations of the mapping results. To produce accurate 

mapping results, the conditional probability tables in the 

constructed Bayesian networks need to be well trained 

through a learning process. Pan et al. [32] presented a 

Bayesian network based approach to dealing with uncertain-

ty in ontology mapping. The source and the target ontologies 

are first translated into Bayesian networks. Then the map-

pings of the concepts (entities) between the two ontologies 

are processed as evidential reasoning between the two trans-

lated Bayesian networks. This approach is based on an as-

sumption that each concept is associated with sufficient and 

high quality exemplars during a learning process. It is worth 

noting that Garruzzo and Rosaci [63] presented a method to 

cluster semantically homogeneous agents. A set of explana-

tions are employed for agents to resolve uncertain terms in 

communication. However, the efficiency of this method is 

highly depended on the completeness of the explanation set. 

Moreover, this method demands a sufficient number of se-

mantic negotiation steps among the agents in communica-

tion. 

OARS builds on Rough sets to deal with uncertainty in 

ontology alignment. Different from the aforementioned ap-

proaches which are based on Dempster Shafer theory and 

Bayesian networks,  Rough sets theory does not need any 

preliminary or additional information about data which 

means that Rough sets theory is objective in information 

processing as highlighted by Li et al. [34].   

3. SIMILARITY MEASURES 

The overall ontological heterogeneities have been catego-

rized in many aspects and presented in detailed reviews 

[30][35][36][37]. There are mainly two types of heterogenei-

ty namely semantic and terminological heterogeneity. Se-

mantic heterogeneity occurs due to various reasons like us-

ing different axioms or disparity in modeling the same con-

cept. Terminological heterogeneity emerges when using 

synonyms or different names for the same entity in different 

ontologies. In order to deal with most types of ontological 

heterogeneities, OARS follows a combinational approach 

and uses lexical and structural matchers along with WordNet 

as an external resource to compute the semantic similarity 

between entities. The three individual matchers that are em-

ployed in OARS are based on existing techniques or with 

some minor modifications which are explained in the subse-

quent sections. To align two ontologies, a source ontology   

and a target ontology   , OARS uses three matchers to com-

pute the similarity between the entities of   and   : 

 The string based matcher is used to find the similari-

ty between the named classes and entities. 

 The WordNet-based linguistic matcher is used to 

compare semantic similarity.  

 In the structural based matcher, the super-classes and 

sub-classes are compared taking into account the 

constraints to find the similarity of object and data 

properties of the classes.  
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3.1 String-based Similarity 

In string-based similarity calculation, the entities are 

considered as strings regardless of their structures or other 

associated properties. A string normalization process is per-

formed after the basic comparison of entity names. Both 

entity strings are converted to lower-case and punctuations, 

dashes and blank characters are eliminated. The normaliza-

tion process is crucial in string comparisons. For example, 

“MasterThesis”, “Master-Thesis” and “Master thesis” are 

normalized to “masterthesis”. A number of techniques are 

proposed to calculate the string similarities using the charac-

teristics of measurements. These techniques include sub-

string distance [37][38], Levenstein [39], Jaro-Winkler 

[40][41], Needleman-Wunsch [42] and n-gram similarity 

[43][44]. A good survey on string distance calculation can be 

found in [45].  

Stoilos et al. [21] proposed the Smoa string metric which 

is based on the intuitions about similarities presented in [46]. 

Smoa computes string similarity based on strings commonal-

ities as well as their differences. The Smoa metric is calcu-

lated by subtracting the sum of differences and winkler simi-

larity from the commonalities of strings. The commonalities 

are calculated using a substring metric.  

Let           denote the string similarity between en-

tities    and    , then                    can be calculated 

using equation (1). 

 
                     = Smoa           (1) 

To calculate a substring metric between two strings, a 

process to find and remove the largest common substring is 

continued until no further common substrings can be found. 

The lengths of these substrings are then added and scaled 

with the lengths of strings. The differences used in Smoa are 

computed with the lengths of unmatched strings. The Smoa 

measurement is used in OARS as a string-based matcher.  

3.2 Linguistic Similarity 

Linguistic based similarities are computed using external 

resources like language dictionaries, thesauri or specific 

databases. Such similarities are useful when string-based 

similarities are difficult to find between ontology entities 

especially when synonyms are used for the same concept in 

ontologies. For example, the names “brochure” and “book-

let” refers to the same concept but the string-based similarity 

between them is low enough (which is 6, using the 

Levenshtein distance) to be ruled out for selection as a map-

ping candidate. The WordNet [47] is a lexical database 

which provides a repository of lexical items defined as a set 

of semantic vocabulary. In WordNet, different meanings of 

the same concept are grouped together as sets of synonyms 

(synsets) in terms of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. 

Synsets are interlinked in a hierarchical structure using vari-

ous conceptual-semantic and lexical relationships. For ex-

ample, nouns have relationships such as hypernym, hypo-

nym, holonym, meronym among the words. Similarly verbs 

are linked through relationships of hypernym, troponym, 

entailment, and coordinate terms. Now consider the same 

example of the two entity names “brochure” and “booklet”. 

They will be selected as good candidates for mapping in 

WordNet where the brochure, folder, leaflet and pamphlet 

are defined as synonyms.  

For linguistic similarity, context-based measures can al-

so be employed. For example, Sahami et al. [64] defined a 

new kernel function to measure the semantic similarity be-

tween pairs of short text snippets by utilizing context vec-

tors. Banerjee et al. [65] measured the semantic relatedness 

of concepts by utilizing the hierarchies of concepts present-

ed in lexical databases like WordNet. Similarly, Patwardhan 

and Pedersen [66] utilized the co–occurrence information 

along with the WordNet definitions to build gloss vectors 

corresponding to each concept and assigned numeric scores 

to pairs of concepts by computing the cosine of the angle 

between their respective gloss vectors.  

OARS employs WordNet to exploit the information en-

coded in the names and labels of the ontology entities. Using 

WordNet, we consider the synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms 

and antonyms of entities. 

 

Let 

              
   be the linguistic similarity between 

words    and   
 
 , 

   be the external resource (WordNet), 

 s(  ) be the set of synonyms, 

 h(  ) be the set of hyponyms and hypernyms , 

 t(  ) be the set of antonyms of    
 ,  

 

The linguistic similarity of two words    and   
  can be 

computed using equation (2).  

     

            
 
     

              
       

              
       

              
       

         (2) 

 
The similarity relationships of hyponyms and hypernyms 

are set to 0.5 and are further computed in structure matching 

using equations (3), (4), (5) and (6). For words which are 

synonyms and antonyms they will be considered as similar 

and dissimilar respectively. One possible drawback of using 

resources like WordNet is that a number of possible matches 

might be found for the same concept [48]. To solve this 

problem, OARS employs three types of structural infor-

mation of the possible matches of the entities which will be 

described in the following section. 

3.3 Structural Similarity 

The structural information plays a vital role in situations 

where both the linguistic and string based similarity matches 

between two ontology entities are proved to be insufficient 

or incomplete. For example, Sánchez et al. [67] utilized the 

ontology structures to improve the accuracy of the modelled 

taxonomical knowledge. In [68], Sánchez et al. also re-

viewed a number of structural similarity measures including 

the similarity measures based on super-classes. Sub-classes 

are also exploited in structure based similarity measures 

between ontologies [69][70]. Similarly, OARS exploits the 

information on super-classes and sub-classes of the ontolo-

gies to compute the structural similarities of the entities.  

The main intuitions behind the structural similarity in OARS 
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are given below: 

 

 If two classes from different ontologies have similar 

super-classes in hierarchy, it is likely that they define 

the same concept.  

 If two classes from different ontologies have similar 

sub-classes in hierarchy, it is likely that they define the 

same concept.  

 If two classes from different ontologies have similar 

properties, it is likely that they define the same concept. 

 It is likely that two entities having any combination of 

two or all of the three above mentioned similarities 

share the similar concept.  

 

The structure similarity of two entities    and     from on-

tologies   and   respectively can be computed taking into 

account the similarities between the super-classes, sub-

classes and properties of the two entities. 

   

Let 

             
 
   be the structural similarity between 

the super-classes of entities    and    , 

           be the set of super classes of entity   , 

         
 
  be the sets of super classes of entity     , 

            be the cardinality of          , 

         
 
   be the cardinality of         

 
 ,  

 

we have 

            
 
     

 

 
 
                      

    

           
  

 
                      

    

          
  

                          (3) 

  Let 

 

             
 
   be the structural similarity between 

the sub-classes of entities    and    , 

           be the set of sub classes for entity   ,  

         
 
  be the sets of sub classes for entity    , 

            be the cardinality of          , 

         
 
   be the cardinality of         

 
 ,  

 

we have 

 

            
 
     

 

 
 
                          

           
 

                          

            
                                 (4) 

The similarity between the properties of entities also plays 

an important role in determining the overall similarity of two 

entities in different ontologies. 

 

Let 

            
 
   represent the similarity between the 

properties of entities    and     , 

        be the set of properties of entity    , 

       
 
  be the set of properties of entity     , 

          be the cardinality of        , 

       
 
   be the cardinality of       

 
 , 

 

then, we have  

 

           
 
    

 

 
 
                      

         
 

                   
                      

          
                                (5) 

Finally, the overall structural similarity              
 
   

of two entities is computed by the average of the three struc-

tural matchers using equation (6). 

             
 
   

 
               

 
                  

 
    

           
 
                                                                        (6) 

4. USING ROUGH SETS FOR SIMILARITY 

AGGREGATION 

Rough sets theory is based on the indiscernibility rela-

tion of objects with respect to the available information 

which partitions the universe into sets of similar objects 

called elementary sets [49]. The elementary sets can further 

be used to build knowledge on the real or abstracted world 

where the use of indiscernibility relation leads to informa-

tion granulation. Rough sets theory has proved to be a useful 

mathematical technique for analysing object descriptions. It 

assumes that every object of the universe is associated with 

a certain amount of information, represented by some attrib-

utes which express the descriptions of objects [50][51]. The 

detailed discussion about applications of Rough sets in 

knowledge discovery and data mining is given in [52]. 

The concept of objects and their attributes in Rough 

sets is exploited in OARS to deal with uncertainties during 

the mapping process of ontology alignment when the results 

of the individual matchers do not give a definitive indication 

on whether the entities are similar or dissimilar. Using 

Rough sets, the similarity results of the individual matchers 

are considered as the attributes of elements for classification 

which is further used to determine the similarities between 

the elements based on their attribute values. 

    

  Let 

   be a set of unmapped entities in a target ontology, 

                , 

   be a set of matching factors which represents the 

coverage or importance of individual matching re-

sults,             , 

   be a subset of  .  

 

Let      denote a set of entities which have similarities 

among them with regard to given matching factors. The 

lower and upper approximations of the set   are defined as 

follows.  
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Let 

      represent the lower approximation of the set   

with respect to  , the set of matching factors. Then 

     is a set of entities that certainly belong to  , as 

defined by expression (7). 

 

                                                                (7) 

       represent the upper approximation of the set   

with respect to    Then       is a set of entities that 

may possibly belong to  , as defined by expression 

(8). 

 

                                                            (8) 

The accuracy ratio of Rough sets classification for lower and 

upper approximations of the set   can be computed using 

equation (9). 

                                 
         

         
                                    (9) 

The ratio of the accuracy will be in the range of   
        .  For a selected entity from the source ontology, 

OARS computes the similarity to each unmapped entity in 

the target set   . For entities for which the three individual 

matchers, i.e.                   ,                  and 

             
 
   do not find exact matches between them, 

the similarity results generated by these matchers will be 

classified by Rough sets for each of unmapped elements. For 

entities in the set    which are definable [10], [53] with re-

spect to  , these entities will be considered for mapping 

when the accuracy ratio of Rough sets classification is 1 

based on equation (9). The set   defines three matching fac-

tors (     ,     as follows for assigning a confidence degree 

in Rough sets classification. 

   

    represents the value of               
 
    as de-

fined in equation (1).  

    represents the mean value of             
 
   and 

            
 
   as defined in equations (3) and (4) re-

spectively.  

    represents the value            
 
   as defined in 

equation (5).  

 

The linguistic matcher (             
 
    is not consid-

ered in computing the three matching factors because it only 

produces a fixed value of 0.5 based on equation (2) for un-

certain entities in mapping which is not suitable for Rough 

sets classification. The similarity of two entities is computed 

from four aspects, i.e. string similarity, super-class similari-

ty, sub-class similarity, and property similarity. Each aspect 

of similarity is computed with a weight of 25% which means 

that    or    only evaluates 25% of the total similarity repre-

sented by the set  , while    evaluates 50% of the total simi-

larity represented by the set  . To maximize the set of enti-

ties to be classified by Rough sets, the values of the match-

ing factors are normalized to the nearest decimal values be-

fore computing the accuracy ratio of Rough sets classifica-

tion.  

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of the Rough sets 

classification in mapping entities. Line 1 is used to assign 

the three matching factors. Lines 2-6 are used to select the 

entities for alignment based on the accuracy ratio of Rough 

Sets classification. Lines 7-10 are used to assign a confi-

dence degree to the mapped entities.   

 

Algorithm 1: Mapping entities using Rough sets classification. 

 
 

To further illustrate the use of Rough sets in OARS to de-

termine the similarities between ontology entities, we pre-

sent an example as shown in Fig.1. We assume that both 

cases have 5 unmapped entities namely   
 ,   

 ,   
 ,   

  and   
  

in the target ontology. The three matching factors are given 

against each target entity after comparing with the entity    

in the source ontology. In this example, we only compare    

with   
  and   

  respectively.  

We present two separate cases namely Case-1 and Case-2.  

Case-1 is presented to demonstrate the similarity calculation 

between the source and target entities which is explicitly 

based on two factors    and   . While Case-2 is presented to 

demonstrate the similarity calculation taking into account 

the three factors   ,    and   .  

 

Consider Case-1 as given in Fig. 1: 

 

 for   = {  ,   
 }, with respect to F = {  ,   }, the       

= {{  ,   
 }, {  

 ,   
   , and      =   indicating that 

   and   
  are indefinable based on the given results and 

left unmapped. 

 for   = {  ,   
 }, with respect to F = {  ,   }, both 

      and      = {  ,   
 }, and the         indicat-

ing that    and   
   are considered for mapping. The 

confidence degree value of 0.75 is assigned to the 

Input:                  , a set of unmapped entities 

from the source ontology; 

        
    

    
     

  , a set of unmapped entities 

from the target ontology; 

                =   ,             , a set of matching factors; 

  ⊂  ,           ; 
  ⊂  ,           ; 

Output: align (       ) where c is a confidence degree; 

1:   For k = 1 to 3; 

2:      For    =   to  ; 

3:          For    =   to  ; 

4:              compute    as defined in equation (9); 

5:                 If    = 1, then  

6:        align (     
 );  

7:                      If  FK = F1 then 

8:           c = 1; 

9:         Else  

10:           c = 0.75;       

11:        Endif 

12:    Endif  

13:         Endfor  

14:      Endfor  

15:  Endfor 
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mapping relationship because the set F contains two 

matching factors in this case.  

 

Consider Case-2 as given in Fig.1: 

 

 for   = {  ,   
 }, with respect to F = {  ,   ,   },  the 

      = {  ,   
 }, and      =   indicating that    and   

  

are indefinable based on the given results and left un-

mapped.   

 for   = {  ,   
 }, with respect to F = {  ,   ,   }, both 

      and     = {  
 ,   

 },          indicating   and 

  
  are definable with respect to F, and the two entities 

are considered for mapping with a confidence degree 

of 1. 

   As discussed earlier, the Rough sets classification classi-

fies the objects based on specific attributes. Similarly, in this 

example, using case-1, the objects (in this case, objects are 

entities    and   
 ) are considered for mapping based on the 

attributes (in this case attributes are    and   ). 

The alignment process in OARS is shown in Fig.2 which 

starts with pre-processing to normalize the names of the on-

tology entities as discussed in Section 3.1. OARS then uses 

the three individual matchers to compute the similarity val-

ues of the entities between the source and the target ontolo-

gies using equations (1), (2) and (6). If an exact similarity is 

found by any individual matcher, the entities are selected for 

mapping and a confidence degree of 1 is assigned. For un-

certain entities, they will be fed into Rough sets classifica-

tion for further computation. After the mapping process, 

OARS verifies that any entity in the source ontology is not 

mapped to more than one entity in the target ontology and 

vice versa. If such a mapping is found, OARS selects the 

mapping with the higher confidence degree before produc-

ing the final alignments.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1. An example of Rough sets classification. 

5. EVALUATION 

We have implemented OARS using the Java program-

ming language and the alignment API [54] to input source 

and target ontologies and to generate alignment results. We 

used the benchmark ontologies of the OAEI alignment cam-

paign 2010 to evaluate the performance of OARS. These 

benchmark tests offer various sets of ontologies to evaluate a 

wide range of features regarding the strengths and weak-

nesses of the existing matchers. The reference alignments 

are also available for tests which have been aligned manual-

ly by OAEI and considered as correct alignments.  

 

 
 

Fig.2. OARS alignment process.  

    5.1 Benchmark Data Sets 

The OAEI 2010 benchmark data sets include a number of 

ontologies with varied levels of complexities. These ontolo-

gies are built from one OWL ontology on the bibliography 

topic. The base ontology is test-101 which is considered as a 

reference ontology, containing 33 named classes, 24 object 

properties, 40 data properties and 76 individuals of which 20 

of them are named while the rest are anonymous.  

The descriptions of these tests are given in Table 1, mainly 

containing three groups - simple tests (1xx), systematic tests 

(2xx) and real-life ontologies (3xx). The 1xx group has 4 

ontologies with minor variations. Ontologies in the system-

atic tests (group 2xx) have been built to test the ability of the 

alignment systems when specific information is eliminated 

from the ontologies. The eliminated information may in-

clude the following: 

 

 Classes are replaced with several classes, expanded or 

flattened. 

 The entity names are replaced with synonyms, strings 

from other languages than English or even some ran-

dom strings. 

 Comments at different levels are translated into other 

foreign languages than English or suppressed at all.   

 Properties are suppressed or their restrictions on classes 

are discarded. 

 Instances are suppressed. 

Case-1 Case-2 
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 Specialized hierarchies are expanded, suppressed or 

flattened. 

 

   Furthermore, ontologies in group 3xx are real world ontol-

ogies which are provided by different institutions and left 

unchanged in the benchmark data sets. 

 
Table 1. The descriptions of the benchmark data sets3. 

Test sets Descriptions 

101-104 
The hierarchical structure is similar 

Entity name is same or totally different 

201-210 
The hierarchical structure is similar 

Different linguistic used in some levels 

221-247 
Different in structure 

Label linguistic is similar 

248-266 Hierarchical structure and linguistics are different 

301-304 Real world ontologies  

 

5.2 Evaluation Measures 

We use precision, recall and F-measure to evaluate the 

accuracy of OARS in ontology alignment. Precision and 

recall are the most widely accepted and well-known 

measures in the research areas of information retrieval [55], 

[56] and ontology alignment [57]. 

Let    be the set of produced alignments,     be the 

complete set of accurate alignments. The precision, recall 

and F-measures can be defined using equations (10), (11) 

and (12) respectively. 

 

                                             
        

    
                             (10) 

                                              
        

    
                             (11) 

                                          
             

        
                  (12) 

5.3 Experimental Results 

This section presents the performance evaluation of 

OARS in a number of scenarios. The evaluation of similarity 

aggregation is presented to underline its effect on the results 

of overall performance in ontology alignment. A comparison 

of OARS with other existing alignment systems is also out-

lined in this section. Critical analyses are presented to high-

light the advantages and limitations of OARS. The align-

ment process in OARS is totally automatic and hence no 

user intervention is involved in any tests during the align-

ment process.   

5.3.1 Similarity Aggregation 

To evaluate the performance of OARS comprehensively, 

we have formulated several test scenarios using the bench-

mark data sets and the evaluation criteria defined by (10), 

(11) and (12).  The main purposes of these test scenarios are 

to assess:  

 The efficacy of the individual similarity matchers, 

 The effectiveness of various combinations of these in-

dividual matchers, and 

 

3 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2010/benchmarks/index.html 

 The effect of Rough sets classification in aggregating 

the results of the individual matchers. 

 

We designed four scenarios of which each scenario uses 

different combinations of matchers to aggregate the final 

mapping results. For this purpose, we implemented four 

algorithms separately in the alignment system, namely A1, 

A2, A3 and A4 as defined by expressions (13), (14), (15) and 

(16) respectively.  The details of these four algorithms are 

given below. 

 

 A1 represents the method where ontology alignment is 

derived using the mean value of the results returned by 

the string and linguistic matchers, 

 
                                                   (13) 

 A2 represents the method where alignment is derived 

using the mean value of the results returned by the 

structural and linguistic matchers, 

 
                 

 
               

 
                 (14) 

 Similarly, A3 uses the mean value of the results gener-

ated by the string and structural based matchers for 

alignment, 

 
                                      

 
            (15) 

 Finally, A4 uses the mean value of the results generated 

by the string, linguistic and structural matchers for 

alignment, 

 

                                      
 
    

              
 
                                                        (16) 

     We selected the group 3xx of the test ontologies from the 

benchmark data sets because it contains the real world on-

tologies as described in Section 5.1. Fig.3 shows the com-

parison results of the methods A1, A2, A3 and A4. 

The set of ontologies in group 3xx have more string 

similarities than structural and linguistic similarities in com-

parison with the reference ontology. From Fig.3 it is also 

evident that the algorithms (A1, A3 and A4) using the string-

based matcher show better results in F-measure than A2 

which does not use the string based matcher. This also indi-

cates the significance of a single matcher in aligning the 

ontologies with favorable features. The linguistic matcher 

does not perform well in group 3xx ontologies because it 

cannot deal with some entities with  prefix text such as “ab-

stract”=“hasAbstract”, “volume”= “hasVolume” and “copy-

right”=”hasCopyright” using the WordNet synsets. Such 

results degrade the overall mapping performance of other 

matchers when a mean value of all the matchers is taken in 

aggregation. In Fig.3, the A3 algorithm does not consider the 

result of the linguistic matcher producing a better F-measure 

value than other algorithms.  

We also compared the performance of OARS with that 

of the A4 method using the ontologies of the group 3xx. As 

shown in Fig.4, there is a significant improvement in the 
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performance of OARS as compared to A4 in the three as-

pects. The precision, recall and F-measure values of A4 are 

0.805, 0.582 and 0.675 respectively while for OARS these 

values are 0.862, 0.845 and 0.83 respectively. The overall 

improvement achieved by OARS in F-measure is 22.96% 

over the A4 method.  

 

 
Fig.3. The performance of the four aggregation algorithms. 

These evaluation results further fortify that no single 

matcher is sufficient enough to achieve high accuracy in 

ontology alignment. More importantly, simply aggregating 

the results of individual matchers by taking a mean value is 

not only insufficient but can also degrade the overall map-

ping performance when some matchers present low similari-

ty values. 

 
Fig.4. A comparison of aggregation algorithms. 

5.3.2 Normalization in Rough Sets Classification 

To select the most appropriate value for normalizing 

the results of the individual matchers for Rough sets classifi-

cation, we performed various tests considering the normali-

zation values of 50, 33.33, 25, 20, 10 and 5. These tests were 

performed on group 2xx of the benchmark data set. Fig.5 

shows that OARS achieves the highest recall value using the 

normalization value of 50, but on the other hand it gives the 

lowest precision value. Similarly, using the normalization 

value of 5, OARS produces the highest precision value but 

gives the lowest recall value. We used the value of 10 in 

OARS for normalization as it produces the best F-measure 

value.   

 

5.3.3 Comparing OARS with Existing Alignment Systems 

       This section evaluates OARS in comparison with a 

number of alignment systems which participated in the 

OAEI 2010 campaign using the benchmark data sets of 

group 1xx, group 2xx and group 3xx respectively. The pub-

lished results can be found in [58].    

 

Group 1xx  

      Almost all of the alignment systems in comparison 

achieved perfect results for ontologies in group 1xx in terms 

of precision and recall. However, one exception is TaxoMap 

which achieved a low recall value of 0.34. The good perfor-

mance of these alignment systems in these tests is mainly 

attributed to the fact that the ontologies in group 1xx have 

highly similar entities. As there is no structural heterogeneity 

among these ontologies, only the string and linguistic based 

matchers were used in OARS for ontology alignment in 

group 1xx.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.5. Normalization evaluation. 

Group 2xx 

      Most of the ontologies in group 2xx were aligned cor-

rectly by OARS using the linguistic matcher which relies on 

the WordNet for dealing with synonyms (for example in test 

205). The string based matcher also performed well on string 

heterogeneities. The linguistic matcher proved to be effec-

tive in ontologies where linguistics were used, for example 

in test ontologies 201, 202 and 248-266. Furthermore, ontol-

ogies with only structural changes were also tackled suc-

cessfully in OARS because when this information was sup-

pressed, the linguistic or string similarities were still availa-

ble in the ontologies. We found that the most challenging 

alignment task was to deal with those ontologies in which 

both structural and labels modifications were made. In the 

tests on group 2xx, OARS achieved the best recall among 

the alignment systems as shown in Fig.6 because of its ca-

pability in dealing with uncertain entities in ontology map-

ping. It is worth noting that other alignment systems such as 

ASMOV, AgrMaker and RiMOM also achieved high recall 

values of 0.89, 0.83 and 0.84 respectively.  
 
Group 3xx 

      There are 4 real world ontologies in group 3xx which 

have the blend of obscurities found in group 2xx data. In the 

tests on group 3xx data, as there is little structural infor-

mation available in these ontologies, e.g. ontology 302, 
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OARS mainly relied on string and linguistic based matchers 

in aligning the ontologies in group 3xx. The test results of 

this group are plotted in Fig.7 which shows that ASMOV 

produces the best result in recall followed by OARS with a 

value of 0.86.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.6. Evaluation results on group 2xx. 

      It is worth noting that the performance of OARS in pre-

cision is comparable to that of the other alignment systems 

which is reflected in both Fig.6 and Fig.7 respectively. 

 
Fig.7. Evaluation results on group 3xx. 

6.  INTEGRATING OARS INTO SEMFARM 

As described in Section 1, we have implemented 

SemFARM for file annotation and retrieval on mobile devic-

es. To exploit the ontology alignment capabilities of OARS 

in SemFARM, a new search module was implemented in 

SemFARM. The annotation process automatically annotates 

the files with three basic attributes and two user entered 

fields. The meta-data is automatically parsed and stored in 

XML structured document as described in [12], [13] and 

[59]. Fig.8 shows the overall process of the SemFARM 

search module in which the input file queries are answered 

after merging two existing ontologies. When multiple OWL 

ontologies are found on the query answering system, they 

are first aligned and these alignments are then converted to 

associated axioms in order to utilize the alignments as a sin-

gle ontology.  For this purpose, initially one of the renderer 

classes OWLAxiomsRendererVisitor in the ontology align-

ment API package [54] was used which provides OWL axi-

oms for expressing the relationships of equivalence, sub-

sumption and exclusion. This renders the generated align-

ments as a merged ontology of the two input ontologies. 

Once the merged ontology is acquired, the ontology model 

and the RDF model are bound together to form an inference 

model. The RDF model is automatically created from the 

XML document by the XML to RDF converter module as 

shown in Fig. 8. Finally, the file-search query is answered by 

navigating the inference model for query-words. The list of 

the names of files is then returned to the corresponding 

sending device.   

 

 
 

Fig.8. File retrieval in SemFARM. 

6.1 Evaluating File Retrieval in SemFARM  

A supplementary ontology was developed for evaluating 

the performance of SemFARM empowered by OARS. The 

domain concept of the supplementary ontology was selected 

from a sub-concept of the main generic ontology which was 

used in the implementation of SemFARM. The main purpose 

was to evaluate the effectiveness of OARS in support of 

ontology alignment in SemFARM.  

6.2 Performance Evaluation Environments 

Two case studies were considered for evaluation purposes 

which are given below: 

 

 Case-1:  SemFARM without OARS   

One generic ontology was utilized in the setup to re-

trieve the required files. In this case, the search module 

of SemFARM utilized the knowledge extracted from the 

main ontology only. Hence, a single ontology was util-

ized in this setup therefore the alignments were not re-

quired and used.  

 

 Case-2: SemFARM with OARS  

Two ontologies were utilized in the setup to retrieve the 

required files. The search module of SemFARM utilized 
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OARS which aligns the main and second ontologies. In 

this case, more knowledge was obtained using two on-

tologies. 

 

Three sets of tests were formulated in order to demon-

strate the efficacy of ontology alignment of OARS in file 

retrieval on mobile devices. The final precision and recall 

values were calculated by an average of the three test results. 

In each test set, varied numbers of files were annotated with 

such keywords which were considered as relevant to the file-

searching query. Varied numbers of relevant files were used 

in order to obtain the values of recall. It should be noted that 

some of the files were also annotated with such keywords 

which were not defined by the main ontology. However, 

these keywords were defined in the second ontology but 

with a limited concept domain.  

Furthermore, varied query-words were used in each test 

set but it was made assured that the query-words contain the 

keywords defined in both ontologies to give a fair chance to 

both cases. Similarly, the same query-words were used for 

both cases in each corresponding test.  

 
6.3 Computing Precision and Recall 

An overall comparison of the two cases indicates an im-

provement of Case-2 over Case-1 in terms of precision 

against the same values of recall as shown in Fig.9.  

 
Fig.9. The performance of SemFARM empowered by OARS. 

 
The average precision values of Case-1 and Case-2 are 

0.65 and 0.72 respectively against the same recall value of 

0.5. It can also be observed that the decrease in precision 

values in Case-2 is less than that of Case-1 as the recall val-

ue changes from 0.1 to 1. This can be further elucidated by 

the results showing that the precision values decrease from 1 

to 0.49 in Case-1 and from 1 to 0.61 in Case-2 as the corre-

sponding recall values increase from 0.1 to 1. The precision 

values for Case-2 and Case-1 are 0.616 and 0.492 respec-

tively when recall value is 1. It is noted that the precision 

values are the same in both cases at the recall value of 0.1. 

The reason is that when the number of retrieved files is 

small, it is highly likely that the retrieved files would be 

relevant.  

7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presented OARS, an ontology 

alignment system using Rough sets to deal with uncertain 

entities in mapping. The use of Rough sets has proven to be 

effective in mapping entities for which the individual match-

ers cannot reach a decision in ontology mapping. The signif-

icance of using Rough sets as an aggregation method was 

evaluated and compared with a number of existing align-

ment systems using the benchmark ontology data sets of the 

OAEI 2010. The evaluation results are highly encouraging. 

The effectiveness of OARS was further evaluated in the 

SemFARM framework for enhanced file retrieval on mobile 

devices. 

Currently, we are investigating the verification process 

of OARS in order to improve its performance in precision 

without degrading recall. For this purpose, we are planning 

to use the similarity of hierarchical path information be-

tween ontology entities. We also plan to participate in the 

OAEI campaign in the future. It is worth noting that OARS 

in its current form cannot align such ontologies where for-

eign languages are used to represent the class entities. There-

fore, we are planning to integrate a few foreign (non-

English) language dictionaries into the linguistic matcher to 

enable OARS to align ontologies defined in different lan-

guage.   
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